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Augmented Visualization Cues on Primary Flight Display Facilitating Pilot’s

Monitoring Performance

Abstract

There have been many aviation accidents and incidents related to mode confusion on the flight

deck. The aim of this research is to evaluate human-computer interactions on a newly designed

augmented visualization Primary Flight Display (PFD) compared with the traditional design of

PFD. Based on statistical analysis of 20 participants interaction with the system, there are

significant differences on pilots’ pupil dilation, fixation duration, fixation counts and mental

demand between the traditional PFD design and augmented PFD. The results demonstrated that

augmented visualisation PFD, which uses a green border around the “raw data” of airspeed,

altitude or heading indications to highlight activated mode changes, can significantly enhance

pilots’ situation awareness and decrease perceived workload. Pilots can identify the status of

flight modes more easily, rapidly and accurately compared to the traditional PFD, thus

shortening the response time on cognitive information processing. This could also be the reason

why fixation durations on augmented PFDs were significantly shorter than traditional PFDs.

The augmented visualization in the flight deck improves pilots’ situation awareness as indicated

by increased fixation counts related to attention distribution. Simply highlighting the

parameters on the PFD with a green border in association with relevant flight mode changes

will greatly reduce pilots’ perceived workload and increase situation awareness. Flight deck

design must focus on methods to provide pilots with enhanced situation awareness, thus

decreasing cognitive processing requirements by providing intuitive understanding in time

limited situations.

Keywords: Augmented Visualization; Attention Distribution; Flight Deck Design; Human-

Computer Interaction; Situation Awareness

1 Introduction

The automated flight deck has been accredited with benefits in operational efficiency and safety.

However, automation has also increased operational complexity for pilots and created

“automation-surprise” accidents (Woods & Sarter, 2000). Many of these problems have been

related directly to the increasing computerization of flight deck design. The continuous

occurrences of accidents and incidents as a result of insufficient situational awareness and pilots’

mode confusion underline the need to develop simpler and intuitive ways of flight mode
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annunciations. The principle of flight deck design requires that pilots must perceive information

on the flight deck in time to enable them to make decisions and take control, especially when

unexpected technical errors occur (Hasse, Grasshoff, & Bruder, 2012). The different layouts of

instruments and displays are designed to assist in providing a means to perceive different

information as required at any particular moment (Newman & Greeley, 2001). Therefore, the

capability of human information processing to perceive flight mode changes remains a safety

concern in aviation. Human-centred design must offer pilots good situation awareness and

decrease their cognitive workload, improving pilots’ performance and reducing the occurrences

of human factors errors in flight operations. There is a need to consider and integrate pilots’

visual characteristics during flight deck design.

Pilots are constantly challenged with complicated situations requiring them to make timely in-

flight decisions. The safety of flight operations not only require pilots precisely control the

aircraft, but also have to interpret a wide range of critical information properly within a limited

period of time. It is not easy to correctly predict outcomes under complex and demanding tasks

due to perception and reasoning challenges related to uncertain events (Le & Wartschinski,

2018). There are lots of different visual and aural alerts in the flight deck. Donmez, Carbonell

and Schneider (2009) conducted an investigation and found that continuous auditory alerts can

inform human operators regarding the state of a monitored task, but the auditory alert also

interfered with other ongoing tasks due to distraction of acoustic warning. The research of

operators’ attention distributions proposed that human attention allocation in complex and time

critical situations was effectively engaged with the primary goal of target detection but was not

effective in the secondary missions (Crandall, Cummings, Della Penna, & De Jong, 2011). The

cognitive resources required by pilots to focus on processing different information

simultaneously is problematic and may lead to human errors in the flight deck. For example,

pilots’ interaction with the PFD requires processingmultiple sources (airspeed, altitude, attitude

and flight mode changes) of information which can suffer from the restriction of human

attention allocations. Therefore, providing visualization cuing to direct pilots’ limited attention

capacity to the needed information in dynamic situations is critical for safe flight operations.

The design of augmented visualization displays in the flight deck must be tested with pilots to

evaluate the effectiveness of human-computer interactions with such augmented PFD system

and to identify usability issues (Dey & Sandor, 2014).
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2 Human-Computer Interactions in the Flight Deck

In the aviation domain, operators, manufacturers and regulators have developed guidance

documentation setting out standard requirements for flight deck design. Most of the documents

focus on screen displays including various parameters such as functions, symbology, colours,

and alerting design to improve Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) in the flight deck and pilot’s

situation awareness (SA) for safety of flight operations. Pilots must interpret parameters

presented in the flight deck which may include form, contrast, brightness, symmetry and

balance, colour, display format, material appearance, location, frequency and amount of

information. The automated cockpit has tangled inter-human coordination and HCI in such way

that one cannot understand it without addressing its myriad interconnections with the other

(Dekker & Johansson, 2001).

2.1 Proximity Compatibility Principle and Pilot’s SA

The principle of human-centred design can be applied to guide system development and

improved simplicity and safety (FAA, 2016). The Proximity Compatibility Principle (PCP) is

the most popular design principle, suggesting that related information shall be displayed in an

integrated configuration, rather than in separated formats (Carswell & Wickens, 1996; Marino

&Mahan, 2005). The current primary flight display (PFD) comprises autopilot modes including

airspeed, altitude, attitude, heading via characters presented in the flight mode annunciator

(FMA). Pilots must interpret the parameters available to them and select appropriate control

modes by cross checking information in the flight deck (Burian, 2006). The FMA on the top of

the PFD contains lots of dynamic information related to automatic systems and the status of

flight operations. It is therefore not surprising, that a changing mode in the FMA box can be

missed by a pilot whose instrument scan pattern is trained to focus exclusively on raw data

parameters. This can be linked to the cognitive effort required to interpret the FMA text and

projecting its future status (Mumaw, Sarter, & Wickens, 2001). Applying the principle of

human-centred design in the flight deck can significantly enhance pilot’s monitoring

performance and reduce cognitive workload (Li, Zhang, Minh, Cao, & Wang, 2019), and

increase capability to perform complex tasks (Wickens & Hollands, 2000).

Visual attention analysis can reveal the cognitive process of human-computer interaction

between human operators and interface designs (Allsop & Gray, 2014; Kearney, Li, & Lin,

2016). The visual parameters offer the opportunity to investigate the relationship between

pilot’s SA and salient cues of alert design in flight operations (Ahlstrom & Friedman-Berg,
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2006), and salient cues can attract pilot’s visual attention based on bottom-up approach (Yu,

Wang, Li, Braithwaite, & Greaves 2016). Visual behaviours are spontaneous responses related

to the cognitive processes of human operator’s situation awareness and mental state (Li,

Kearney, Braithwaite, & Lin, 2018; Kuo, Hsu, & Day, 2009). Fixation is defined as the eye

movement pausing over informative stimulus for the purposes of interpreting the information

(Salvucci &Goldberg, 2000). The patterns of fixations on the areas of interest (AOIs) can reveal

a pilot’s visual attention on the tasks (Li, Yu, Braithwaite, & Greaves, 2016a). The length of

fixation duration is the total time fixating on an instrument and can reflect the level of

importance or difficulty in extracting information (Durso & Sethumadhavan, 2008). The nature

of human beings is such that they tend to distribute longer fixation duration to relevant AOIs

than to irrelevant areas (McColemana & Blair, 2013). Eye scan pattern is one of the approaches

to evaluate a pilot’s cognitive process and attention distributions in the flight deck using

objective physiological measures (Ayaz et al., 2010). Attention blurring is characterized by a

small number of fixations and increased number of transitions between instruments and without

being able to actually interpret the information (Kilingaru, Tweedale, Thatcher, & Jain, 2013).

Pilots’ visual parameters, captured using eye tracking devices have been successfully applied

to evaluate situational awareness and the effectiveness of HCI in flight deck design (Yu et al.,

2016; Li, White, Braithwaite, Greaves, & Lin, 2016b).

2.2 The Complexity of Flight Mode Annunciators in the Flight Deck

Misinterpreting or missing FMA changes have been linked to many accidents/incidents in

aviation. Figure 1 shows how complex the FMA can be when considering different automation

modes. The labels in the red boxes depict different automation modes that are applicable in

each dimension (speed, lateral, vertical, and system status). The pilot must incorporate all three

components including Autothrust, Roll-mode, and Pitch-mode on the FMA to interpret AFDS

status in the three-dimensional aircraft. The very nature of this design incorporates a

fundamental problem, the FMA is not co-located with the flight parameters raw-data (digital

numbers of airspeed or altitude) and thus does not follow the proximity compatibility principle

(Wickens & Carswell, 1995). There are four red boxes in Figure 1, these include all the possible

modes for each channel on B-777. The high cognitive effort required for interpretation can be

demonstrated in an airspeed control scenario. The airspeed can be controlled either with the

autothrust (changing thrust output in level flight) or changes in pitch (varying climb gradient or

descent gradient to control speed while keeping thrust constant). If pilots want to find out
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whether the autothrust or the pitch-mode is controlling airspeed, they have to conduct the

following tasks correctly: (1) read the FMA autothrust column text; (2) interpret the text to see

if the autothrust is controlling the airspeed (as there are modes that cause the autothrust to be

“engaged”, but not controlling the airspeed, e.g. “HOLD” or “THR”); (3) if the text is anything

else other than “SPD” (i.e. the autothrust is not controlling the airspeed), the scanning continues

to the pitch-mode which may be controlling the airspeed in a climbing or descending scenario;

(4) interpret the pitch-mode (check if it is FLCH SPD or VNAV SPD- the so-called “airspeed

on pitch” modes); (5) check the AFDS status indication, to ensure that the autopilot is engaged

in case of airspeed being controlled via the pitch-mode.

Figure 1: The complexity of information behind the FMA in the primary flight display of B-

777 flight deck

Many numerous accidents and incidents related to cognitive capture and mode confusion have

occured (CAST, 2008). Cognitive capture can be induced by inappropriate interface design and

result in poor situational awareness. The pilot’s visual information search can be fixated on

irrelevant interfaces and induce attentional tunnelling vision (Dehais, Tessier, Christophe, &

Reuzeau, 2010). Autothrust and autopilot (pitch mode) are traditionally separate systems

onboard the aircraft, however they do interact through the physics of flight. When pilots

misinterpret or miss altogether the FMA changes that tells them how the autothrust and

autopilot are interacting, their situational awareness suffers from “mode confusion”. Endsley

(1995) defines three levels of SA, which is linked closely with the major components within

cognitive processes on perception, understanding and projection. Situation awareness has been
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acknowledged as a critical element in a pilot’s cognitive processes (Sohn & Doane, 2004). A

well-known example of mode confusion leading to loss of SA is the accident involving a Boeing

777 aircraft at SFO airport. During a visual approach in clear weather conditions, flight crew

actions led to several mode changes relating to the autothrust and autopilot interactions not

being perceived and interpreted correctly by the flight crew, ultimately resulting in the aircraft

hitting the sea wall short of the runway. A classic “pitch and power” monitoring strategy would

have assisted the flight crews in an early recognition of the developing danger, but mode

confusion as a result of misinterpreting or missing FMA changes meant that, as clearly shown

by the investigation, the flight crew did not have sufficient situation awareness of the current

status of the automation (NTSB, 2014).

2.3 Flight Deck Designs Swaying Pilot’s Cognitive Processes

Automated aircraft systems not only assist in guidance and navigation tasks but become more

and more involved in strategic deployment for diagnosing system health and calculating fuel-

efficient routes. Therefore, these automated systems have changed pilot’s task performance and

decision-making. Automation is applied to moderate the human operator’s task-loads and to

improve situation awareness by providing a better match between cognitive resource and task

requirements (Kaber, Perry, Segall, McClernon, & Prinzel, 2006). Perceived workload is an

important measurement in human-machine interaction, as it is directly related to the operator’s

cognitive processes and the overall system performance. It represents the “cost” for a human

operator to achieve a certain task requirement (Hart, 2006). The NASA Task Load Index

(NASA-TLX) was introduced to capture the perceived workload of human operators by using

a set of six variables including mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand,

performance, effort and frustration. Furthermore, cognitively perceived workload may also

impact visual parameters including pupil diameter, fixation duration and saccade (Noyes &

Bruneau, 2007).

The application of eye-tracking technology to the flight deck design is constructive as it can

identify a pilot’s attention distribution and situation awareness on human-computer interactions

(Robinski & Stein, 2013). It is critical to investigate pilot’s visual attention and information

processing in flight operations and their interaction with flight deck interfaces to enhance safety.

Eye tracking technology can be used to evaluate pilot performance using different displays.

This concept of relating visual parameters to cognitive processes has been validated by many

previous researchers investigating cognitive tasks (Ahlstrom & Friedman-Berg, 2006; Salvucci
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& Goldberg, 2000), scanning behaviour (Allsop & Gray, 2014), aviation training (Li et al.,

2016b), and remote tower operation (Li et al., 2018). There is a necessity to understand users’

perception limitations by adaptive visualizations, and this shall be integrated in the flight deck

design certification process and certification requirements. The proposed augmented PFD

visualization design with new, salient visual cues may reduce pilot’s cognitive effort by

eliminating the requirement of text-reading, and as human visual perception is affected by the

saliency of an object in the field of view, it will add salient visual stimuli for critical messages

on the PFD interface (Dill & Young, 2015). Pilots often must deal with time critical situations,

it is important that pilots can distribute their attention effectively between the raw data and its

relevant modes, as failures to manage a high-priority task in a timely manner could lead to

potentially disastrous consequences (Bybee et al., 2011). Therefore, it is important to apply

cognitive assistance to support pilot’s attention resources on the flight deck (Chien et al., 2018).

3 Method

3.1 Participants

The experiment involved 20 participants including 4 females (20%) and 16 males (80%), aged

between 24 and 47 years (M = 32.55, SD = 7.02), with flight experience from 40 to 11,000

hours (M = 1,887.25, SD = 2,565.31). As the data was collected from human participants, a

research proposal was submitted to the research institute ethics committee for approval before

conducting the research. As stated in the consent form filled out by the participants, the

research will involve applying eye-tracker and NASA-TLX for visual behaviours and perceived

workload. Participants have the right to terminate the experiment at any time and to withdraw

their provided data at any moment even after the data collection.

3.2 Apparatus

3.2.1 Eye-tracker

Pupil Labs eye tracker is a wearable, light-weight eye-tracking device. It consists of a headset

including two cameras and software packages for capture and analysis. The headset is

connected to any convenient computing device (e.g. laptop) using an USB. The headset hosts

two cameras, one facing the right eye of the participant (eye-camera), the other capturing the

field of vision (scene-camera). The eye-camera has a resolution of 800x600 pixel and a frame

rate of 60 Hz. The scene-camera captures the user’s field-of-view at a high-resolution
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(1920x1080 pixel) with a frame rate of 60 Hz connection (Kassner, Patera, & Bulling, 2014).

The pupil algorithm determines the pupil position and dimensions using the infrared picture of

the eye-camera. Illumination levels were therefore kept constant during the experiment. Once

the pupil data has been captured, it was transformed to the world-view using bivariate

polynomials which are adjustable by the user for calibration purposes (Kassner et al., 2014).

This enables the determination of the parameters, such as gaze position, fixation duration,

fixation number and saccades.

3.2.2 Display of Flight Mode Annunciators

A virtual replica of the B777 instrument panel was used to create the basic scenarios. All

scenarios were flown in “Microsoft Flight Simulator X”. The Precision Manuals Development

Group (PMDG) B777 expansion pack allowed authentic recreation of the B777 PFD and ND.

The creation of a scenario was achieved using “VSDC video editor” (v4.0.1.475). While the

original recording served as a basis for the conventional layout (figure 2a), the modified

(augmented) display style was created by adding graphically imposed green rectangles (figure

2b), in exact synchronization with the original flight mode annunciation change time marks

(frame references) in the scenario. This procedure ensured that the only difference between the

two display styles was the graphically edited augmented visualization of green rectangles.

2a 2b

Figure 2a: Traditional PFD on the flight deck for ILS landing; 2b: proposed augmented

visualization PFD with green boarders on activated flight modes for ILS landing
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3.2.3 Scenario

The scenario is an aircraft established on the ILS landing for runway 26L at Gatwick airport,

approximately 7 NM from the threshold. This represents a standard starting situation, but the

subsequent mode changes are not typical and therefore unlikely to be anticipated by pilots.

Using this method, the effect of display style could be investigated in both standard situations

and for automation-induced mode changes. Table-1 illustrates the sequence of unexpected

automation-induced mode changes during the ILS landing scenario. Pilots can only monitor

and figure out passively what flight modes are currently activated based on the visual

information provided by PFD.

Table 1: The flight mode sequence displayed by the FMA during ILS Landing scenario

Sequences Auto-thrust mode Roll mode Pitch mode AFDS status

01 SPD LOC G/S A/P

02 SPD LOC G/S FLT DIR

03 SPD LOC G/S OFF

04 SPD LOC G/S FLT DIR

05 SPD HDG HOLD V/S FLT DIR

06 OFF HDG HOLD V/S FLT DIR

3.2.4 NASA-TLX

The NASA Task Load Index (TLX) which was developed by Hart and Staveland (1988) is a

common tool used to measure subjective mental workload. It relies on a multidimensional

framework to derive an overall workload score based on a weighted average of ratings on six

subscales including, mental demand related to the degree of mental activities would involve in

the task performance; Physical demand related to the degree of physical activities involved in

the task performance; Temporal demand related to the degree of time pressure on task

performance; Performance related to the degree of satisfaction on task performance in flight

operations; Effort is the degree of difficulty related to task performance; and Frustration is the

degree of frustration and disappointment related to task performance. It is commonly used to

conduct scientific research on perceived workload and it has been demonstrated in numerous

studies for both reliability and validity.
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All participants who completed the scenario exercise on both traditional and augmented PFD

designs immediately rated their perceived workload using NASA-TLX. The goal was to assess

subjective workload on the six different dimensions. Three of these dimensions reflect mental,

physical, and temporal demands, whereas the remainder three dimensions feature the

interaction between the operator and the task, including performance, effort, and frustration.

3.3 Hypotheses

The combination of objective (eye-tracking) and subjective approaches (NASA-TLX) serves

as a basis for assessment of pilot’s monitoring performance of flight modes changing. There

are six hypotheses related to pilot’s cognitive processes and SA and these were tested by

comparing traditional PFD design with augmented PFD design as follows,

H1: There are significant differences in pupil size

H2: There are significant difference on fixation counts

H3: There are significant difference on fixation duration

H4: There are significant difference on saccade amplitude

H5: There are significant difference on SA for mode changes

H6: There are significant difference on perceived mental workload

3.4 Research Design

Automation-induced mode changes are typically missed by the flight crew (Björklund,

Alfredson &Dekker, 2006). This research involved developing a new display concept for flight

mode annunciator and verifying it using an eye-tracking device and a subjective workload

measurement form the NASA-TLX. The procedures for all participants were as follows (1)

provide demographic variables including age, gender, qualifications, type hours and total flight

hours (5 minutes); (2) briefed on the purpose of the study and monitoring task (10 minutes); (3)

calibrate the eye tracker in front of the cockpit display (3-5 minutes); (4) perform the monitoring

task using the traditional (or modified) PFD, then complete the NASA-TLX (10-15 minutes);

(5) perform the monitoring task using the modified (or traditional) PFD, then complete the

NASA-TLX (10-15 minutes). There are two dedicated tasks created to generate realistic

workload, the first task was to monitor airspeed and altitude during the entire scenario.

Participants were asked to callout every 10 kt change in airspeed and every 100 ft change in
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altitude. This created a relative consistent workload for all participants. The second task was to

monitor the flight mode annunciation field. Any change on the flight mode annunciation field

had to be called out and was recorded by the instructor. The emphasis was laid on the

notification of the flight mode text change, rather than the understanding of the physical

meaning of the respective flight mode. The process took around 50 minutes for each participant

to complete the experiment.

4 Results

A paired T-test was applied to compare participant’s pupil dilation, fixation duration, fixation

counts, saccade amplitude, and mode-changing SA (FMA callouts) between traditional PFD

design and augmented visualization design by eye tracker. The results demonstrated that there

were significant differences in participant’s pupil dilation (t=5.22, p<.001, d=1.074), fixation

duration (t=2.986, p<0.01, d=.873) and fixation counts (t=-4.440, p<.001, d=-.667) between

two types of design (Table 2). The aggregation of fixation number and fixation duration is

known as the heatmap which indicates the total amount of time spent to process the information

in one display during a chosen timeline. Heatmap is associated to the positions of gaze and

corresponding operator’s attention distributions among the areas of interests. The heatmap

demonstrated pilot’s visual attention scattered widely around FMA on traditional PFD (figure

3a); on the augmented design PFD, pilot’s visual attention was focussed on the raw data of

parameters with the green boarder (figure 3b). The augmented visualization design of the PFD

helped to direct the pilot’s selective attention towards needed, useful information and free up

limited cognitive resources to process other critical information. Therefore, it can facilitate

pilot’s understanding of the current mode in dynamic situations and assist pilots in making

timely decisions. This phenomenon was demonstrated by the significantly increased numbers

of mode change callouts on the augmented visualization design compared to the traditional

design (t=-5.638, p<.05, d=-1.206).

Table 2. T-test of visual parameters and mode-changes SA between traditional design and

augmented visualization design

AOIs Design Mean SD
T-Test

t df p SE Cohen’s d

Pupil Dilation
Traditional 93.227 7.042

5.220 19 .000*** 1.264 1.074
Augmented 86.624 5.095

Fixation Duration Traditional .463 .111 2.986 19 .008** 0.258 .873
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Augmented .386 .057

Fixation Counts
Traditional 73.600 12.799

-4.440 19 .000*** 1.857 -.667
Augmented 81.850 11.939

Saccade
Traditional 1.923 .320

2.045 19 .055 .072 .453
Augmented 1.774 .338

Mode-change SA
Traditional 3.500 .888

-5.638 19 0.023* .230 -1.206
Augmented 4.800 1.239

3a 3b

Figure 3: Heatmap demonstrates pilot’s visual attention scattered widely around FMA on

traditional PFD (3a) compared with augmented design PFD (3b)

NASA-TLX has been validated to assess information-processing load associated with a wide

variety of tasks (Boles, Bursk, Phillips, & Perdelwitz, 2007). In flight operations, the augmented

design used the same amount of information but reduced cognitive processing duration, leading

to decreased perceptual activity and time pressure. The NASA-TLX scores demonstrated that

users of augmented visualization PFDs could achieve better situation awareness by perceiving

the same mode changes under lower task loads. It was also found that augmented visualization

PFDs relieved pilots’ cognitive workload effectively compared with the traditional design.

There were significant differences on participants’ mental demand (t=3.000, p<.01, d=.406),

temporal demand (t=2.918, p<.01, d=.271), performance (t=-4.172, p<.01, d=-1.154), and effort

(t=3.349, p<.01, d=.401). However, there are no significant differences on physical demand

(t=.825, p=.420, d=.105) and frustration (t=1.396, p=.179, d=.170) (Table 3).
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Table 3. T-test of 6 dimensions of NASA-TLX between traditional design and augmented

visualization design

Dimensions Design Mean SD
T-Test

t df p SE Cohen’s d

Mental demand
Traditional 58.250 20.018

3.000 19 .007** 2.501 .406
Augmented 50.750 16.801

Physical demand
Traditional 29.000 28.543

.825 19 .420 3.334 .105
Augmented 26.250 23.501

Temporal demand
Traditional 50.750 24.239

2.918 19 .009** 2.142 .271
Augmented 44.500 21.818

Performance
Traditional 61.250 16.130

-4.172 19 .001** 3.715 -1.154
Augmented 76.750 10.036

Effort
Traditional 56.250 21.329

3.349 19 .003** 2.612 .401
Augmented 47.500 22.448

Frustration
Traditional 38.000 23.697

1.396 19 .179 2.687 .170
Augmented 34.250 20.408

5 Discussion

The design of automation systems in the flight deck can interact with pilots in a way to assist

pilots in solving problems in situations ranging well defined scenarios to ill-defined scenarios

(Le, Loll, & Pinkwart, 2013). Human-centred design of automated aids have significant effects

on human performance and cognitive processes (Tobaruela, Fransen, Schuster, Ochieng, &

Majumdar, 2014), with increased capability to manage complex tasks (Wickens & Holland,

2000). The problematic issue with the traditional PFD design is that FMA activated modes are

only highlighted for 10 seconds before any distinctive visual cues automatically disappear.

Pilots also must cross check various modes in conjunction with raw parameters before they can

determine which modes are in control of certain dimensions of the aircraft (figure 1). The

application of an augmented visualization design PFD demonstrates that by adapting the design,

situation awareness can be improved by linking the current operational context and the modes

in use. The imperative hypotheses are that augmented visualization eases the user’s cognitive

transfer performance through distinct visual cues that guide the eye towards relevant FMA

information. Visual elements guiding pilot’s visual behaviours should ideally come in an

appropriate visual form, with other sensory media supplementary at best (Keil, Schmitt,

Engelke, Graf, & Olbrich, 2018). Flight deck design must focus on providing higher level SA
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directly to the pilot through the provision of instinctive understanding, which will decrease

cognitive processing requirements in time limited situations.

5.1 Augmented Visualization Design Facilitating Attention Distributions

The augmented visualization PFD highlighted the activated modes related to airspeed, altitude

or heading information using a green border around the relevant area. This design can help

pilots to identify the flight mode status more easily, quickly and accurately compared with

traditional PFD design. Response time on cognitive processes was also shortened, as shown by

the significant reduction in fixation duration on augmented PFDs in comparison to traditional

PFDs. Augmented visualization in the flight deck can also exert positive influence on pilots’

situation awareness by generating greater attention distribution of fixation counts (table 1). In

augmented PFDs, rectangles appear/disappear around the “raw” flight parameters consistent

with the flight mode annunciation on top of the PFD display. This layout greatly reduces pilot’s

cognitive workload in determining the automation status. In fact, a quick glance at the

augmented PFD is enough to understand status. Through application of augmented

visualization design, the green borders on primary flight display provides cognitive assistance

to pilots’ information processing during the natural scanning sequences in the flight deck. The

augmented design applied PCP principles to assist pilots’’ acquisition of necessary information

to understand critical situations and to project suitable solutions in the near future (Wickens &

Andre, 1990). The shortened fixation duration for participants using the augmented PFD design

serves as an objective confirmation of the faster processing time and lower subjective workload

ratings mentioned by many participants. One of the key elements in pilot training is to establish

an effective scanning pattern (such as basic T) and avoiding fixating too long on only one

specific area (tunnelling vision) on the PFD. Differences on fixation duration was also observed

by our previous research to be reflective of performance levels (Li et al., 2016b).

The results captured using the eye tracking technology also provide measures of workload.

Increases in workload have been found to be associated with an increase the number of saccades

and decreased saccade duration. Furthermore, measures of saccadic velocity reflect the

capability of operators to respond to environment changes, to track moving targets (Hebraud,

Hoffman, Pene, Rognin, & Zeghal, 2004; Rognin, Grimaud, Hoffman, Zeghal, 2004), and

generally increases associated fixation durations (Van Orden, 2000; Van Orden, Jung, &

Makeig, 2000). Based on statistical analysis (table 2), there are significant differences on pilots’

pupil dilation, fixation duration, and fixation counts between traditional design and augmented
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design. Therefore, the first hypothesis (H1: there are significant differences in pupil size), the

second hypothesis (H2: there are significant differences on fixation counts), and the third

hypothesis (H3: there are significant differences on fixation duration) can be accepted. However,

the fourth hypothesis (H4: there are significant differences on saccade amplitude) can be

rejected. This research finds that while interacting with the augmented PFD design, pilots

demonstrated smaller pupil dilation, shorter fixation duration and more fixation counts

compared to traditional PFD. These results provide evidence that augmented visualization

design can facilitate pilots’ attention distribution by reducing fixation duration and increasing

the frequency of fixations. The proposed “green rectangles” are one of many ways to increase

the salient stimulus of a flight mode change. The key idea behind the concept is to integrate the

FMA into the raw data fields. A salient design with augmented cues might be excellent at

capturing the operator’s attention; however, there is always a trade-off between alerting task

noticeability and ongoing task performance. The prominent message may immediately divert

operator’s attentional resources away from the ongoing activity creating other issues such as

anxiety and primary task error (Imbert et al., 2014). It is important to ensure that the added cues

do not take the overriding position on the display distracting to pilot’s visual scan, and thus

obscuring other information which is not as salient as the activated green rectangle boarder.

Furthermore, one must consider the phenomena of negative transfer and automation surprise

effects due with the augmented visualization design, these are critical issues for flight deck

certification and require further investigation.

5.2 A Simple Design Concept Significantly Improved Pilot’s SA

The conventional style of PFD provides very little saliency for flight mode changes and only

does so in the FMA box which is often excluded by pilots in their instrument scans. The current

PFD contains too much complex information combining both textual and digital aura, which

the pilots must decipher to control the aircraft. Due to information density, the expansion of

user’s perceptual ability by adaptive visualization is necessary and should be considered in the

design process. The augmented visualization design is a simple concept through which the raw

flight parameter that is actively controlled by the automation is highlighted with a green

rectangle (see Figure 2). The results prove that the augmented PFD design was able to reduce

the number of “missed” mode transitions and thus increase pilots’ situational awareness.

Furthermore, the augmented design follows the proximity compatibility principle (Wickens &

Carswell, 1995) by integrating the FMA with relevant basic flight parameters. The design
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principle of intelligent cognitive assistance is mainly characterized by the goals related to

enhancing human capabilities, flexibly adapt to dynamic environments, and incorporate multi-

disciplinary perspectives (Le & Wartschinski, 2018). The ideal spatial positioning of

information with commentary meanings can be found with augmented eye tracking technology

(Keil et al., 2018). Eye tracker collected information can be used to draw a heatmap, which

maps the positions of gaze and corresponding operator’s attention distributions among the areas

of interests (Kassner et al., 2014). A heatmap of visual parameters can be created from the

positions of fixation points (figure 3a and 3b). The hot zones indicate where pilots focused their

gaze with higher frequencies (Pfeiffer & Memili, 2016). The augmented design applied

augmented visual cues (green boxes) on the PFD, it highlights the appropriate visual elements

draw pilots’ attention to the FMA changing modes thus increased pilot’s situation awareness.

There is a strong relationship between pilots’ situation awareness and performance (Li, Young,

Wang, & Harris, 2011). Almost 40% of flight mode changes are never visually verified by the

flight crew while monitoring flight status in the flight deck (Björklund et al., 2006). There were

several studies which investigated pilot’s situation awareness in relation to the status of the

flight mode annunciator, and the findings revealed that human monitoring performance to

dynamic changing modes is not reliable, especially if automation-induced mode changes occur

(Mumaw et al., 2001; Miller, Barber, Carlson, Lempia, & Tribble, 2002; Björklund et al., 2006;

Dill & Young, 2015). Certification requirements for transport category aircraft in Europe are

laid down in EASA, and the requirements require flight deck displays to be designed to

minimise flight crew errors and to display the current mode of operation (EASA, 2003). Based

on table 2, the fifth hypothesis (H5: there are significant differences on SA for mode changes)

can be accepted. This research finds that pilots interacting with the augmented had better

situation awareness of mode changes (M=4.8, SD=1.24) compared to traditional design (M=3.5,

SD=.88). The philosophy applied in the augmented design was able to enhance pilots’ situation

awareness to the active mode of automation, therefore it can minimise pilot’s mode confusion.

5.3 Augmented Visualization Designs Reduced Cognitive Loads

Visual parameters objectively reflect on the cognitive costs of task performance. Workload

modelling as well as its management would benefit from the refinement of temporal and spatial

analysis of ocular indices (Kang & Landry, 2014). Additionally, the incorporation of

quantitative and qualitative assessment might enhance the identification of high workload tasks

linked to accident/incident in aviation. The proposed augmented design stays within the limits
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of the optimum field of view, as all information is available on the primary flight display. One

important aspect, when analysing situational awareness, is to look at the dynamic information

in the automated systems, a concept known as “distributed situational awareness” (Stanton et

al., 2007). The key concept behind the augmented design is to merge the FMA with raw flight

data on the PFD and thus to embed it in the natural scanning pattern of a pilot. Additionally,

the cognitive work of interpreting the FMA and correlating it with the raw parameters will be

significantly reduced by simply displaying it with a “green rectangle”. The analysis of pilot’s

visual characteristics reveals that visual parameters collected by eye tracker provide a scientific

approach to investigate pilot’s attention allocation and cognitive process. Whilst using the

augmented PFD, pilots’ pupil dilations are smaller and fixation durations are shorter (table 2)

compared with traditional design. These visual parameters show that augmented PFD design

reduced pilots’ perceived workload (Durso & Sethumadhavan, 2008; McColemana & Blair,

2013; Li et al., 2016b).

Pilot’s perceived workload has profound effects on situation awareness and quality of in-flight

decision-making. Previous research shows that 75% of aviation accidents related to human

error resulted from poor perceptual encoding on the flight deck (Jones & Endsley, 1996). The

phenomenon might highlight how pilots’ visual characteristics impact attention distribution and

SA performance. High workload, competing task demands, and ambiguous cues can all

contribute to the loss of situation awareness, even with experienced and well-trained pilots (Li

et al., 2016b). There are different measurements for workload including primary task measure,

secondary task measure, physiological measures and subjective measures. The most well-

known questionnaire is the NASA-TLX which has been validated to assess information-

processing load associated with a wide variety of tasks (Boles et al., 2007). Based on table 3,

while interacting with augmented design PFDs, individual pilot’s mental demand, temporal

demand and effort are significantly lower and pilot performance is significantly higher than

when interacting with the traditional PFD. Therefore, the sixth hypothesis (H6: there are

significant differences on perceived workload) can be accepted. It must be noted that there are

no significant differences on physical demand and frustration, as the characteristics of flight

operations mainly involve cognitive information processing and monitoring the automation

systems. Pilots are not required to work physically in the flight deck, with automation aiding

aircraft movements. The augmented design can facilitate pilots’ information processing by

heuristic cuing of green borders on the active modes of FMA, leading to a decrease of pilots’

time pressure, and an increase in pilots’ SA performance. The NASA-TLX scores demonstrated
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that the design of augmented visualization PFDs can lead to better situation awareness by

helping the pilots identify the mode changes with lower mental workload.

5.4 Generalized Application of Augmented Visualization Design

The proposed augmented visualization design, based on the proximity compatibility principle,

can be used as a basis to develop human-system integration in other domains, such as displays

in medical care, nuclear power station, unmanned aerial vehicle, digital tower, buses and trains.

The proximity compatibility principle can integrate different sources of information in close

spatial proximity to facilitate operators using one gaze to catch all critical information (Wickens

& Ward, 2017). It is essential to provide adequate visual information to the operator to avoid

confusion and distraction. The design of autonomous vehicles must keep the operators in the

loop by providing augmented visualization cues to maintain SA. There is a fundamental

requirement on the design principle to keep the “operator” informed about the system’s

intentions and current operating modes (Debernard, Chauvin, Pokam, Langlois, 2016). The

Proximity Compatibility Principle and salient design have been applied not only in aviation

(Ding & Proctor, 2017; Li et al., 2019), but also unmanned vehicles (Calhoun, Ruff, Behymer,

& Frost, 2018), automation technology (Yamani & McCarley, 2018), electronic medical

records (Zahabi, Kaber, & Swangnetr, 2015), digital alarm systems in nuclear power plants

(Liu, Hwang, Hsieh, Liang, & Chuang, 2016). The presentation of proximity information must

be salient and distinctive to uphold operator’s perception and support ‘at a glance’ information

retrieval by employing pre-attentive cues such as colour, shape, opacity, or texts (Bennett &

Flach 2011; Selkowitz, Lakhmani, & Chen, 2017).

The presentation of color is an important element influencing pilot’s situation awareness,

workload and effectiveness of human-computer interaction in the cockpit (Martins, 2016).

EASA (2003) has specified using colors in the flight deck alerting design related to pilot’s

perceived workload. However, the application of colors in the design might have cultural

implications. A culture is formed by its environment and evolves in response to changes in that

environment, therefore, culture and context are really inseparable (Merritt & Maurino, 2004).

Research in cross-culture ergonomics tends to concentrate on the user interface toward the use

of automation (Harris & Li, 2008). Western culture tends to adopt a function-oriented model

connected to a task-oriented operating concept resulting in a preference for a sequential

approach to undertaking tasks inherent in checklists and SOPs. The Asian culture is for the

thematic approach of task-oriented operating concept (Rau, Choong & Salvendy, 2004). There
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are also fundamental differences in the mental models of people in these cultures. There is a

need for further investigation on the implications of colour in cross-cultural design.

6 Conclusion

Reduction of accidents and incidents is one of the most important goals in aviation and should

form the basis for human-computer interactions in flight deck design. The aim of this research

is to evaluate a new design concept of PFD to provide visualization cuing of mode changes on

the FMA. The required cognitive efforts of human operators on monitoring tasks are similar

among flight operations, medical care, train, bus, or unclear power station control rooms. It is

vital to bring the “lessons learned” from the aviation history into different sectors in order to

avoid a repetition of similar design flaws. Analysis of objective visual parameters of human-

computer interactions on the flight deck and subjective measures of pilots’ perceived workload

provided a good opportunity to compare different aspects of flight operations related to human-

computer interaction. The feedback obtained from pilots revealed that the basic idea of

augmented visualization design was highly appreciated for its intuitive and heuristic approach.

The relatively high cognitive effort to interpret the dynamic flight mode annunciations in the

flight deck, under time pressure is a contributing factor to aviation accidents. In this research,

an augmented visualization PFD that was designed to improve pilot’s attention distribution,

situation awareness to mode changes and reduce perceived mental workload was presented.

Based on the significant improvements of pilot’s situation awareness, visual scan pattern of

attention distributions and perceived mental workload, the augmented visualization PFD design

proved more effective on human-computer interactions than the traditional PFD in the flight

deck. Simply highlighting the parameters on PFD using green borders that are controlled by the

automation greatly reduced pilot perceived workload and increased pilots’ situation awareness.

It is recommended that the knowledge gained in academic research on augmented visualisation

should be transferred to the certification authorities and manufacturers in order to enable a more

dynamic evolution of avionics designs. The augmented visualization display is much more

intuitive to catch pilots’ attention for an “unexpected”, automation induced mode changes, as

the salient stimulus of visual cuing is applied directly in the raw data fields on PFD. The analysis

of visual characteristics reveals that eye movements provide a scientific approach to obtain

detailed information of pilot’s attention allocation and cognitive processes which are critical to

human-computer interaction for future flight deck design.
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